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This work proposes a method for mapping landmarks within structured indoor environments
to enable robots to understand its surroundings and move through them. A new approach based
on the RDF, which simplifies the implementation of the knowledge database system, is introduced
and a navigation algorithm is derived from a SPARQL engine. The total navigation system was
implemented, tested and validated using OpenRTM-aist, voice operated commands, and the
V-REP simulator.
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1 Introduction

Service robots have become more appealing as they are ap-
plied in various research fields for exploration tasks, especially
in search and rescue operations. Independently from the en-
vironment, a robot needs a representation of the real world in
order to understand its surroundings and move through it.

Nowadays, there are various frameworks that enable this
kind of feature. However, the available frameworks are too
extensive and lack from simplicity, making difficult on-the-fly
implementation for practical tasks.

In the state-of-the-art, there are frameworks that enable
a robot to find a target room inside a house by using the
KnowRob system (based on the Resource Description Frame-
work or RDF) [1], which stores and processes data about the
objects found in the environment to resolve locations. Other
frameworks let a robot to find out physical location relation-
ships between objects that are meaningful for both humans
and robots by using semantic map models represented by the
Web Ontology Language (OWL) [2]. Moreover, a telepresence
application requiring knowledge storage and management uses
a three pillar model approach that includes prior knowledge,
environment model and sensor information [3], where among
other features, the existence of certain objects in the envi-
ronment can be resolved/inferred. However the mentioned
methods propose relatively complex solutions that make them
cumbersome to implement unhesitatingly in comparison with
bare RDF data models and a SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol
and RDF Query Language) engine in conjunction.

1.1 Objective

In the search of an organized, yet simple way of mapping
landmarks for navigation within a known environment, we
propose a method for defining such information into files us-
ing a standard data model, where the files are loaded into a
database that can be used to provide a robot the ability of
understanding navigation commands given by a human user,
this via an artificial intelligence algorithm based on database
queries. The focus is on letting human users to learn about
the principles of using knowledge databases in service robots
and apply them on-the-fly in educational and practical tasks.

For this article, we used a structured indoor environment
of rooms within a building floor. However this approach can

be extended to outdoor environments.
The implementation includes mapping the environment into

an RDF model, processing the data with a SPARQL engine,
and using voice commands for driving the robot.

2 Mapping the environment with RDF

In order to keep the mapping method simple and practical,
we decided to use the RDF for serializing the data (RDF/XML
format). According to the World Web Consortium, “RDF is a
language for representing information about resources in the
World Wide Web” [4]. It represents metadata about resources,
where resources are declared as Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URI). URIs are not limited to represent web resources, and
their use can be extended to represent other kind of entities
as seen in previous approaches. For instance, we can use URIs
to represent physical landmarks.

Thus, RDF can be used to build a complex, but easily
portable database of relationships between landmarks. Re-
lationships are defined as triples in the form of Subject-
Predicate-Object (e.g. Landmark A – has – Landmark B).

For example, we can describe a floor inside a building. A
floor contains rooms, and a room can contain chairs and desks.
Additionally, every landmark has a Cartesian coordinate.

Once the RDF database is built, a SPARQL engine can
directly use the information to make queries, useful to reason
navigation commands given by a human user.

As a case study, the engineering laboratories (GENERA)
at Universidad de Monterrey were modelled for our test im-
plementation.

2.1 Building the environment model

Each floor in the building was modelled as a “Bag” of
rooms by using the RDF Schema Bag class. Then, the
“rdf:Description” and “rdf:about” tags were used to set the
properties for each floor and each room (Fig. 1 and 2).

2.1.1 RDF Editor

For mapping the landmarks into a model, we developed a
simple RDF editor using the Apache Jena API [5] for Java.
The following steps are for defining a mapping:

a) Enter path of working directory.

Example of working directory file path:

C:\Jena RDF



Fig.1 A floor modelled as a “bag” of rooms.

Fig.2 A room and its properties.

b) Define namespace URI and prefix.

Example of namespace URI:

http://demo.server.com/environment

c) Enter subject node (floor or room), and add it to the
namespace.

Example of model subject (Added to namespace URI):

http://demo.server.com/environment#GENERA

d) Declare the properties that describe the subject node, these
can only have a plain literal value.

Example of declaring properties for
“http://demo.server.com/environment#GENERA”:

Property0 = name (environment:name)
Property1 = target (environment:target)

e) Assign values to defined properties.

Example of value assignment:

environment:name = “GENERA”

f) In the case of container (i.e. a floor), add bag property,
otherwise declare a property node (see step h).

Example of adding bag property:

Property2 = room bag (rdf:Bag)

g) Add resources to the container elements.

Example resource URIs of a Bag:

http://demo.server.com/environment/room.LABPHYS#

http://demo.server.com/environment/room.LABAUTO#

http://demo.server.com/environment/room.LABELEC#

http://demo.server.com/environment/room.LABNET#

h) If there is no need for a container, declare the properties
that accept only full URI values.

Example of declaring properties for
http://demo.server.com/environment/room.LABELEC#:

Property0 = target (environment:target)

i) Assign URI to the defined properties.

Example of assigning resource URIs:

environment:target =
http://demo.server.com/environment/room.LABELEC#T1

j) Save model and iterate from c) to j) until no more models
are needed.

File Example: Lab Elec.rdf

k) Merge the models and save as RDF XML file.

Save database file as: Sim Database.rdf

3 Implementation

Our system was mainly developed in OpenRTM-aist [6] due
to the availability of useful tools for our research. We also
made use of the V-REP [7] simulator to visualize the nav-
igation of the robot with the help of its RemoteAPI and a
web-based panel for monitoring the system from a remote lo-
cation.

3.1 Speech processing

After the environment has been mapped into an RDF
model, it can be used for commanding the robot to navigate
to a certain place by using natural speech. For this, we used
the following phrase pattern:

“Go to the” + TARGET + “and take it to” + DESTINA-
TION.

Where “Go to the” and “and take it to” are merely string
literals, TARGET is a string variable determining the first
navigation goal, and DESTINATION is a string variable de-
termining the second navigation goal.

This audio signal was processed by using the OpenHRI [8]
package for OpenRTM-aist. The subsystem consists of three
RT-Components (RTC), producing two character strings con-
taining the TARGET and the DESTINATION as output. The
RT-Middleware subsystem for speech processing is shown in
Fig. 3.

3.2 Navigation algorithm

The navigation algorithm was implemented using a
SPARQL engine [9]. This algorithm takes the two results of
the speech processing subsystem as inputs.

3.2.1 Using SPARQL queries

This navigation algorithm was implemented as an RTC
(Query Eng). It uses the SELECT query, which works with
the following logic:

a) Let the data be represented as an RDF Triple:



Fig.3 Speech recognition subsystem.

Fig.4 Diagram of the test system.

<http://demo.server.com/environment/room.LABELEC#>

<http://demo.server.com/environment#name>

“Electronics Lab”.

b) The query is coded as follows:

SELECT ?resource

WHERE {?resource
<http://demo.server.com/environment#name>

<“Electronics Lab”>}

c) This query retrieves the URI of the resource described by
the RDF Triple.

Query Result:

URI:
http://demo.server.com/environment/room.LABELEC#

d) By utilizing SPARQL SELECT queries, the resource (URI)
is retrieved, which contains TARGET (e.g. Electronics
Lab.) as its name.

e) Then, the “x” and “y” properties of the resource are re-
trieved to get the Cartesian coordinates.

f) By using the URI of the TARGET, the algorithm looks
upwards in the RDF database structure and retrieves the
URI of the uppermost level (i.e. the floor) as well as its
coordinates.

Fig.5 Screenshot of the VREP simulation.

3.3 Testing

In Fig. 4, the main software blocks and data flow are de-
scribed. Fig. 5 displays a screenshot of the robot in the sim-
ulator and Fig. 6 shows the RT-Middleware representation
of the system. In order to test the system, spoken command
using the pattern defined in section 3.1 were given by the hu-
man user through a microphone, then the system performed
the following steps:

a) The audio signal is processed by the OpenHRI subsystem
(AudioIn RTC, Julius RTC, SEAT RTC), producing two
strings as output (Fig. 4, step 1).

b) The result enters the Query Eng RTC, performs the perti-
nent queries, and proceeds to send the information about
the TARGET (or DESTINATION) coordinates. (Fig. 4,
step 2).

c) The V-REP simulator client drives the robot and sends its
coordinates as feedback to the Query Eng RTC. A valida-
tion is done every cycle for the robot to reach the right
floor, the right room, and finally the TARGET (or DES-
TINATION) coordinates. (Fig. 4, step 3).

d) When the robot arrives at the TARGET coordinates, the
Query Eng RTC repeats the cycle from step “b”, until the
robot arrives to DESTINATION. If the robot arrived at
the DESTINATION coordinates, the program ends.

As for testing, a human user input the phrase “Go to the
Pencil and take it to ElectronicsLab”, where “Pencil” is TAR-
GET and “ElectronicsLab” is DESTINATION. The robot fol-
lowed a sequence of goals which consisted in firstly reaching
the coordinates of the door corresponding the room that con-
tained the “Pencil” (which was “AutomationLab”), and af-
terwards reaching the coordinates of the “Pencil”. When the
robot reached the “Pencil”, it went back to the coordinates
of the room’s door to exit, then headed to the coordinates of
the door corresponding to “ElectronicsLab”. Finally, it went
to the center coordinates of that room.



Fig.6 RT-Middleware representation of the system.

4 Conclusion

In this article we proposed a simple method for map-
ping landmarks by using the Resource Description Frame-
work (RDF). The information is serialized as RDF/XML files,
where the files are loaded into a portable database that pro-
vides a robot the ability of understanding human user naviga-
tion commands, via an artificial intelligence algorithm based
on SPARQL queries. Its functionality was validated by letting
a human user to command the robot by using speech (a phrase
pattern), then the robot reasoned the queries and navigated
to the desired coordinates successfully. The test system was
implemented by using OpenRTM-aist. Future improvements
consist of enhancing the reasoning and navigation algorithms
to make the approach scalable to various situations, includ-
ing navigation in practical situations, such as exploration in
disaster and other difficult sites, both indoors and outdoors.
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